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Artisan Adhesive 
Reference Chart for Arizona Tile®

Sheet Color
Artisan Adhesive 

Match
Act Denali Snow White (WH-03)
Act Linen Snow White (WH-03)

Act Oceana Snow White (WH-03)
Act Vanilla Snow White (WH-03)

Act Vittoria White Snow White (WH-03)
Agra Antique Pearl (CR-02)

Aluminum Slate Grey (GY-02)
Anchorage Natural Pearl (LU-01)

Bella Statuario Winter White (WH-02)
Cashmere Antique Pearl (CR-02)

The information listed on this page has been compiled to provide support during fabrication and installations to ensure proper performance of Artisan Adhesive.  Artisan 
Adhesive and its affiliates believe the information to be accurate and intended for person or persons having knowledge of the technical data. Exact color match may vary 
with manufacturers’ lot.  To ensure proper match, end user should verify prior to use.  Note, Artisan Adhesive, and its affiliates assume no legal liability of any kind.  All 
information, including but not limited to recommendations, pictures, techniques, and or instructions are for reference purpose only and the user should take all necessary 
measures and precautions in order to confirm and test the adequacy for specific needs and applications.

*A tight seam is required when using this color.  Custom colors are available for an optimal match.  User’s sole responsibility to verify color match before adhesive is 
applied.

Cashmere Antique Pearl (CR-02)
Cathedral Grey Ebony Black (BK-02)
Country Clare Canvas Cream (JA-03)

Cream Peanut (BR-06)
Dusk Slate Grey (GY-02)
Frost Winter White (WH-02)

Grigio Nube Slate Grey (GY-02)
Lagos Pewter (PT-01)

Leather Cocoa (BR-02)
Lyskamm Off White (WH-06)

Metropolis Brown Cocoa (BR-02)
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Sheet Color
Artisan Adhesive 

Match
Metropolis Dark Ebony Black (BK-02)
Metropolis Grey Pewter (PT-01)

Metropolis White Off White (WH-06)
Monet Off White (WH-06)

Moon River Antique Pearl (CR-02)
New Carrara Off White (WH-06)

Nouvean Calacatta Frost White (WH-01)
Obsidian Pure Black (BK-03)
Pegasus Winter White (WH-02)

Portoro Supremo Maple Brown (BR-01)

The information listed on this page has been compiled to provide support during fabrication and installations to ensure proper performance of Artisan Adhesive.  Artisan 
Adhesive and its affiliates believe the information to be accurate and intended for person or persons having knowledge of the technical data. Exact color match may vary 
with manufacturers’ lot.  To ensure proper match, end user should verify prior to use.  Note, Artisan Adhesive, and its affiliates assume no legal liability of any kind.  All 
information, including but not limited to recommendations, pictures, techniques, and or instructions are for reference purpose only and the user should take all necessary 
measures and precautions in order to confirm and test the adequacy for specific needs and applications.

*A tight seam is required when using this color.  Custom colors are available for an optimal match.  User’s sole responsibility to verify color match before adhesive is 
applied.

Portoro Supremo Maple Brown (BR-01)
Rodi Canvas Cream (JA-03)

Seashell Antique Pearl (CR-02)
Slate Grey Maple Brown (BR-01)

Smoke Cocoa (BR-02)
Steel Pewter (PT-01)

Tipperary Snow White (WH-03)
Tullamore Canvas Cream (JA-03)

Wave Charcoal Pure Black (BK-03)
Wave Gris Pewter (PT-01)
Wave Iron Dark Grey (BK-01)
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Sheet Color
Artisan Adhesive 

Match
Wave Ivory Off White (WH-06)
White Sand Frost White (WH-01)

The information listed on this page has been compiled to provide support during fabrication and installations to ensure proper performance of Artisan Adhesive.  Artisan 
Adhesive and its affiliates believe the information to be accurate and intended for person or persons having knowledge of the technical data. Exact color match may vary 
with manufacturers’ lot.  To ensure proper match, end user should verify prior to use.  Note, Artisan Adhesive, and its affiliates assume no legal liability of any kind.  All 
information, including but not limited to recommendations, pictures, techniques, and or instructions are for reference purpose only and the user should take all necessary 
measures and precautions in order to confirm and test the adequacy for specific needs and applications.

*A tight seam is required when using this color.  Custom colors are available for an optimal match.  User’s sole responsibility to verify color match before adhesive is 
applied.


